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1979

Six ‘Best of Show’ awards at the prestigious Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. 
Unprecedented ‘Best of Show’ honors at top three concours events in 2006.

Approximately 30 (as of September, 2015)

Over 24,000 sq. ft. of state-of-the-art restoration facilities

RM Auto Restoration provides a complete range of services from minor tune-ups and 
thorough detailing to comprehensive, frame-off restorations. Rest assured our shop 
has 24-hour video surveillance and is fully insured; all projects are maintained with 
the upmost respect of the owner’s confidentiality.
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Woodworking
RM Auto Restorations houses a modern woodworking shop where body frames are artfully repaired or reconstructed. Our 
skilled craftsmen can recreate or repair carved interior trim moldings using original exotic woods sourced from around 
the globe. 

Paint
Our modern paint department will restore the allure of your classic with a fresh paint job in a period correct color or a 
unique custom shade. We use extremely durable and environmentally friendly paint systems and products, combined 
with thorough, meticulous preparation to achieve a mirror-like finish that will last for decades.

Instruments and Gages
The expertise of our technicians extends to even the most delicate elements of a classic car - its instruments and gauges. 
We offer complete gauge rebuilding, including accurate face printing, electrical and electronic components rebuilding, and 
all original wiring harness installations.

Trim
We can rejuvenate original stainless steel and aluminum trim and components with professional polishing, dent and 
scratch removal. We specialize in building and truing intricate wire wheels, and have access to the highest quality chrome 
plating available.

Detailing
The finishing touch to make a classic look its best is a complete detail by a skilled professional who understands the unique 
needs of vintage motor cars. We offer cosmetic detailing of interiors, chassis, engine bays, and exteriors.

Transport
Upon completion of restoration work, we can arrange secure transport for your treasured classic right to your door in our 
own fully enclosed transport truck. Alternately, we can coordinate shipping with your preferred transporter anywhere in 
the world, ensuring the safe delivery of your renewed, improved vintage motor car.

Upholstery
Our upholsterers can recreate complete interior upholstery exactly as original including correct seat construction using 
period materials. We have excellent resources for sourcing hides and fabrics of all colours and patterns. We also specialize 
in convertible top reconstruction.
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